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What is denotational semantics?

Denotational semantics is an approach to studying programs
comprised by the following scientific hypotheses:
1. a type 𝜏 denotes mathematical structure ⟦ 𝜏 ⟧ ;
2. a program x : 𝜎 ⊢ M : 𝜏 denotes a homomorphism of
⟦ 𝜏⟧;
structures from ⟦ M ⟧ : ⟦ 𝜎 ⟧
3. compositionality: the denotation of a program is built from
the denotations of its subparts, e.g. ⟦ M + N ⟧ = ⟦ M ⟧ + ⟦ N ⟧ .

Strengths and weaknesses of denotational semantics
Strengths:
1. it is modular and reusable;
2. mathematical abstractions are available to solve problems;
3. language extensibility is built in from the start.
Weaknesses:
1. some language features challenge compositionality;
2. denotational semantics for realistic languages with state and
concurrency is exceedingly complex.
Weaknesses of denotational methods led to the current
hegemony of operational semantics.

Operational vs. denotational semantics
Operational semantics is an approach to studying programs that
emphasises the composition of program execution steps rather
than the composition of program fragments.
Strengths:
1. it scales to realistic languages of extreme complexity;
2. it is simple enough for people who know no mathematics;
3. it is easy to mechanize in proof assistants like Coq.
Weaknesses:
1. it is monolithic, preventing composition and reuse;
2. mathematical abstractions are difficult to adapt;
3. it struggles to accommodate language extensibility.

A return to denotations in birth...

Purely operational methods are giving way to a hybrid regime
in which denotational ideas provide critical input:

▶ abstraction: step-indexed Kripke logical relations with
recursive worlds (oh my!), tamed by guarded domain theory;

▶ compositionality: see the recent use of interaction trees in
the DeepSpec project for compositional reasoning about
impure first-order programs;

▶ applications: there is an increasing need to write programs
on actual spaces, as in differentiable programming for AI or
probabilistic programming for the sciences.

Denotational semantics for realistic PLs

Domain theory provided the account of general recursion, but
struggled to combine more complex features, including two that
are now easy in operational semantics:

▶ higher-order store: where you can store functions and even
other pointers in the heap;

▶ concurrency: many advances in the denotational semantics
world (e.g. powerdomains & event structures), unfinished.
Today’s talk: I will show how to combine guarded recursion
with polymorphic types to easily define denotational models of
higher-order store with polymorphism.
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Monadic System F𝜔 with reference types

Our language is a version of System F𝜔 extended by an “IO
monad” with reference types:
IO : ★ → ★
IORef : ★ → ★
get : IORef 𝛼 → IO 𝛼
set : IORef 𝛼 → 𝛼 → IO ()
new : 𝛼 → IO (IORef 𝛼)

Kripke semantics of reference types
The classic state monad handles a single cell of fixed type:
State 𝜎 𝛼 = 𝜎 → (𝜎 × 𝛼)
Our situation is harder: we can allocate new cells, and store
anything we want in there.
Thus the denotation ⟦ IORef 𝛼 ⟧ must depend on the “current”
heap layout, which is always growing.
The solution is to parameterize ⟦ − ⟧ in heap layouts and require all
denotations to be monotone in the growth of the heap (Reynolds,
Oles, O’Hearn, etc.). Called Kripke semantics.

Defining the poset 𝒲 of heap layouts
A heap layout w should map a finite set of global addresses to
semantic types.
A semantic type A should be a (monotone) family of sets Aw
indexed in heap layouts w, i.e. a functor from heap layouts to sets.

Defining the poset 𝒲 of heap layouts
A heap layout w should map a finite set of global addresses to
semantic types.
A semantic type A should be a (monotone) family of sets Aw
indexed in heap layouts w, i.e. a functor from heap layouts to sets.
This is circular, in a bad way! When 𝒰 is some non-trivial set of
sets, we cannot solve the following system of equations:
𝒲  Addr ⇀fin. 𝒯
𝒯  Functor(𝒲, 𝒰)
This was solved using Appel and McAllester’s step-indexing by
Amal Ahmed, and further developed by several collaborators.

A step-indexed poset of heap layouts

The idea of Appel and McAllester was, roughly, to stratify the
definition of 𝒲 in its unrollings of finite depth.
Idea: every set is replaced by an antitone 𝜔-indexed family of
sets, i.e. a functor 𝜔 op
Set.
𝒲n = Addr ⇀fin. lim 𝒯k
←−−k<n
𝒯n = Functor(𝒲n × 𝜔op , 𝒰)
The above is well-defined! But it is also gnarly... We can tame it
with guarded dependent type theory.

Denotational semantics in guarded type theory

Guarded dependent type theory / GDTT is a version of dependent
Set.
type theory whose purpose is to speak of functors 𝜔op
GDTT has so far been used to give elegant denotational
semantics to non-polymorphic languages with general recursion,
recursive types, and non-determinism.
See the work of Birkedel, Møgelberg, Paviotti, Veltri, Vezzosi, etc.

Naïve heap layouts, in guarded type theory
We can use GDTT as a “domain specific language” to replace set
theory, and remove all the indices from our definition:
𝒲n = Addr ⇀fin. lim 𝒯k
←−−k<n
𝒯n = Functor(𝒲n × 𝜔op , 𝒰)
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Naïve heap layouts, in guarded type theory
We can use GDTT as a “domain specific language” to replace set
theory, and remove all the indices from our definition:
𝒲 = Addr ⇀fin. ▶ 𝒯
𝒯 = Functor(𝒲, 𝒰)
What is ▶ ? It is a dependent applicative functor that is built into
GDTT called the “later modality”, interpreted as follows:

⟦▶ A ⟧ n = lim

←−−k<n

⟦A⟧k

(Dependent applicative functors support a form of “do-notation”
▶ [x ← u, . . .]. B where u : ▶ A and x : A, . . . ⊢ B is a type.)

The IORef type in guarded type theory

We can now give the denotation of the IORef type in GDTT.

⟦ IORef⟧ : 𝒯 → 𝒯
⟦ IORef⟧ A =
𝜆w : 𝒲.

l ∈ |w| wl = next A

The IORef type in guarded type theory

We can now give the denotation of the IORef type in GDTT.

⟦ IORef⟧ : 𝒯 → 𝒯
⟦ IORef⟧ A =
𝜆w : 𝒲.

l ∈ |w| wl = next A
Are we done? No.

Defining the IO monad?

Suppose we want to define IO as a kind of state monad. First we
must define what the states (heaps) are:
Hw : 𝒰 for each w : 𝒲
Î
Hw = l∈|w| ▶ [X ← wl]. Xw

A naïve attempt to define ⟦ IO ⟧ , using the guarded lift monad
LX = X + ▶ X to support recursion.

⟦ IO⟧ : 𝒯 → 𝒯
⟦ IO⟧ A =
𝜆w : 𝒲.
Hw → L (Hw × Aw)

A naïve attempt to define ⟦ IO ⟧ , using the guarded lift monad
LX = X + ▶ X to support recursion.

⟦ IO⟧ : 𝒯 → 𝒯
⟦ IO⟧ A =
𝜆w : 𝒲.
Hw → L (Hw × Aw)
Wrong in so many ways!
1. it is ill-defined / not monotone in w : 𝒲;
2. it does not support allocating any new cells!
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▶ First we have to make it monotone in heap expansion.
▶ But we still can’t allocate new cells during computation.
▶ OK, but now the whole thing is ill-defined:
▶ we are trying to construct a type ⟦ IO⟧ A w : 𝒰
▶ but 𝒰 is not closed under 𝒲-indexed products and sums!
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▶ First we have to make it monotone in heap expansion.
▶ But we still can’t allocate new cells during computation.
▶ OK, but now the whole thing is ill-defined:
▶ we are trying to construct a type ⟦ IO⟧ A w : 𝒰
▶ but 𝒰 is not closed under 𝒲-indexed products and sums!

Thus GDTT is inadequate for defining a typed denotational
semantics of higher-order store.

A fork in the road

Two potential ways forward.
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A fork in the road

Two potential ways forward.
1. drop the dream and revert to untyped semantics, replacing
𝒰 with 𝒫(V) where V is some universal domain; this works
because powersets are complete lattices.
2. pick up your weapon & add polymorphism to GDTT:

⟦ IO ⟧ A w = ∀w′ ≥w Hw′ → L∃w′′ ≥w′ Hw′′ × Aw′′
(By the way, we must solve this problem already if we want to
model System F’s universal types anyway.)
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Impredicative guarded dependent type theory

iGDTT extends the the Birkedal–Møgelberg–Paviotti program of
guarded denotational semantics to languages that combine
polymorphism with realistic computational effects.
iGDTT augments GDTT with the “impredicative Set” universe
from the old calculus of constructions / Coq.

The definition of iGDTT, formally

The structure of iGDTT is as follows:
1. a hierarchy of predicative universes Typei ;
2. an impredicative universe Prop ∈ Typei of proof-irrelevant
types satisfying propositional extensionality;
3. an impredicative universe iSet ∈ Typei with Prop ⊆ iSet;
4. all universes have

Î Í
,

, (=), inductive types, and ▶ .

Note that Prop ∉ iSet and Prop is not a subobject classifier!

Universal and existential types in iGDTT
An impredicative universe X ∈ Typei is one that is closed under
large universal quantification:
A : Typei

x : A ⊢ Bx : X

∀x:A Bx : X

Typei

↑X

∀x:A Bx





Typei
(Bx)
x:A ↑X

Î

Universal and existential types in iGDTT
An impredicative universe X ∈ Typei is one that is closed under
large universal quantification:
x : A ⊢ Bx : X

A : Typei

Typei

↑X

∀x:A Bx : X

∀x:A Bx





Typei
(Bx)
x:A ↑X

Î

If X is closed under (=), then it is automatically closed under
existential quantification, via the coherent impredicative encoding
of Awodey, Frey, and Speight (2018).

∃x:A Bx

∀



⊆

Î

C:X

Î

k:

Î

x:A

Î

b:Bx

CC

Although x:A Bx is the dependent product, it is not the case that
∃x:A Bx is the dependent sum. (It is a so-called “weak sum”.)

Denotational semantics of state in iGDTT

Finally our denotational semantics can be defined!
𝒲 = Addr ⇀fin. ▶ 𝒯
𝒯 = Functor(𝒲, iSet)
Î
Hw = l∈|w| ▶ [X ← wl]. Xw

⟦ IORef⟧ : 𝒯 → 𝒯
⟦ IORef⟧ A w = l ∈ |w| wl = next A
⟦ IO ⟧ : 𝒯 → 𝒯
⟦ IO ⟧ A w = ∀w′ ≥w Hw′ → L ∃w′′ ≥w′ Hw′′ × Aw′′

Wait, how do we know this is OK?

The original GDTT was justified in the topos of trees
Functor(𝜔op , Set). What about iGDTT?
1. Take any non-trivial realizability topos ℰ;
2. Take any non-trivial internal well-founded poset O in ℰ;
3. Then the category of internal diagrams Functorℰ (Oop , ℰ) is a
non-trivial model of iGDTT.
Enjoy!

Further directions
This is the tip of the iceberg...
1. Our model construction also justifies a version of iGDTT
with an IO monad! (Important for languages like Idris 2 and
Lean 4, which currently have no semantics.)

2. Easy to extend with additional computational effects, via a
call-by-push-value decomposition. (See our manuscript.)
3. Relational reasoning with imperative ADTs possible via
synthetic Tait computability.
Future work:
1. Try combining with the Møgelberg–Vezzosi powerdomains.
2. Develop a program logic over the denotational semantics.
3. Experiment with a resumption-style version of our monad, to
prepare for concurrency.
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